
 

 
This month’s update finally gets Jenna working in the townhall! There’s lots of other lewd 
stuff (and some not lewd stuff) being added too. Take a look! 
 
The public version of 0.13.0 includes everything except anything marked with (0.14.0) 

Content Guide (0.14.0) 
Townhall 
Get 350 perversion and talk to the man at the bottom right of the inside of the townhall. 
New Social Eating Scenes 
Talk to Chef in the tent in the southern part of Sublevel 1. 
Sexual Healing 
Use one of the beds with glowing hearts in the Fiend Hub. 

Known Issues 
1. Entering a Nudity Zone (like Jenna’s room, or the changing booth in the Gear 

Shop), taking your badge off, leaving the Nudity Zone, and trying to exit the 
building will cause you to be unable to leave the building until you put the badge 
back on.  
Workaround: Just put your badge back on to be able to leave the building. 

2. Animated CGs can look strange or break when trying to quickly skip through 
dialogue. 
Workaround: Don’t press the skip button or advance quickly through dialogue and the 
animation shouldn’t break. 

3. Throb appears as a white box whenever he is displayed. 
Workaround: Open the console and type GiveDefaultInventory Throb 



 

Changelog 
- Added townhall job quest line with three ingame days worth of events, includes new fully 

animated CG. (0.14.0) 
- Added three new social eating scenes to show off more of the social eating CG’s 

variants. (0.14.0) 
- Added four new h-scenes that involve having sex with party members to heal the party 

via healing beds in the Fiend Hub. (0.14.0) 
- Added marker item that can be bought at the Gear Shop for applying the body-writing 

effects on Jenna at will. 
- Added debug console command ( GiveDefaultInventory [characterName] ) to give a 

character their default inventory, useful for fixing the problem in legacy saves where 
Throb appears as a white box. 

- Added new interior tileset to be initially used for Karen and Jenna’s house in their 
flashbacks. 

- Modified body-writing effects to give +1 Lust Power per effect (for a total of +8 LP). 
- Modified the dialogue UI to make character portraits look a lot better, along with making 

it less intrusive of CGs. 
- Modified gallery UI to add backgrounds to buttons and have those same backgrounds 

play during certain scenes so there aren’t any more black screens behind a scene. 
- Modified save UI to now prompt you whenever you try to attempt something that would 

overwrite a save file to ensure no accidental overwrites are done. 
- Modified the positions of the NPC spectators in the fight club to make it easier to get to 

the fight organizer. 
- Fixed gallery soft locking when playing certain scenes. 
- Fixed bug that stops you from being able to save after loading a save while in a 

prologue fight. 
- Fixed buttons in the game over screen sometimes not activating properly. 
- Fixed problem where autosaves would sometimes save when they weren’t supposed to, 

causing the save to become broken. 
- Fixed a problem that prevented saves that are broken by the above bug to be unable to 

continue the sublevel 1 quest after rehabbing the touched fiends. 
- Fixed multiple doors in sublevel 2 being unlocked when they aren’t supposed to be. 


